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ON THE PALINDROMIC AND PRIMITIVE WIDTHS OF A FREE
GROUP
VALERY BARDAKOV, VLADIMIR SHPILRAIN, AND VLADIMIR TOLSTYKH
Introdution
Let G be a group and S ⊆ G a subset that generates G. For eah x ∈ G dene
the length lS(x) of x relative to S to be the minimal k suh that x is a produt of k
elements of S. The supremum of the values lS(x), x ∈ G, is alled the width of G with
respet to S and is denoted by wid(G,S). In partiular, wid(G,S) is either a natural
number or ∞. If wid(G,S) is a natural number, then every element of G is a produt
of at most wid(G,S) elements of S.
Many group-theoreti results an be interpreted as determining the width of a group
with respet to one generating set or another. We an mention results on the width
of matrix groups with respet to the set of transvetions (see e.g. [1, 4, 20℄) and the
study of the width of verbal subgroups of various free onstrutions ([2, 7, 8, 17℄).
It is also worth mentioning that the onept of the width of a group an be useful in
model theory. Possible appliations here are based on the following simple argument.
Consider a rst-order denable subset D of a group G; in other words, D is the set of
realizations of a rst-order formula in the language of groups. Then the subgroup 〈D〉
generated by D is also denable in G, provided that the width of 〈D〉 relative to D is
nite. For example, one of the authors proved that the family of all inner automor-
phisms determined by powers of primitive elements is denable in the automorphism
group Aut(Fn) of the free group Fn of rank n > 2 [19℄. It is however an open ques-
tion whether or not the subgroup Inn(Fn) of all inner automorphisms is denable in
Aut(Fn). An aÆrmative answer would follow from the niteness of the width of Fn
relative to the set of all primitive elements (the primitive width of Fn.) Similarly, inner
automorphisms from Aut(Fn) determined by palindromi words in Fn with respet to
a xed basis of Fn are also denable { this time with suitable denable parameters { in
Aut(Fn). Palindromi words generate Fn, and this again raises the question of whether
or not the orresponding (palindromi) width of Fn is nite.
The goal of the present paper is to determine the primitive and palindromi widths
of a free group. The main results of the paper show that both widths of a nitely
generated non-abelian free group are innite, and for innitely generated free groups,
the palindromi width is innite, too, whereas the primitive width is not (one easily
heks that the primitive width of an innitely generated free group is two). Note that,
although our results do not solve the problem of denability of the subgroup of inner
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automorphisms in the automorphism group of a nitely generated free non-abelian
group, they an be onsidered an evidene of its diÆulty.
In Setion 1 we examine the palindromi width of a free group. Reall that given
a basis X of a free group F , a redued word w ∈ F is alled a palindrome if w reads
the same left-to-right and right-to-left as a word in letters from X±1. The palindromi
width of F is therefore the width of F with respet to the palindromes assoiated with
a given basis of F. Palindromes of free groups have already proved useful in studying
various aspets of ombinatorial group theory: for instane, in [5, 9℄, palindromi auto-
morphisms of free groups are studied and in [11℄, palindromes are used in a desription
of automorphisms of a two-generator free group.
Using standard methods developed earlier for the study of verbal subgroups of free
ontrutions, we prove that the palindromi width of any free group is innite (Theorem
1.1). Then we disuss relations between the primitive and palindromi widths of a two-
generator free group F2. In this speial ase we establish the following result whih
seems to be of independent interest: any primitive element of F2 is a produt of at
most two palindromes. (Here we mention, in passing, an interesting related fat [16℄:
any primitive element of a free assoiative algebra of rank 2 is palindromi.) This,
together with Theorem 1.1 implies that the primitive width of F2 is innite.
In Setion 2 we generalize the latter result by proving that the primitive width of a
nitely generated free group Fn, n > 2, is innite (Theorem 2.1). Atually, a stronger
result is established: the width of Fn relative to the set Wn of elements of Fn whose
Whitehead graph has a ut vertex is innite. Reall that, aording to a lassial result
of Whitehead, the set Wn ontains all primitive elements of Fn [21℄.
To onlude the Introdution, we mention several interesting, in our opinion, prob-
lems motivated by the results of this paper.
Problem 1. Let Fn be a free group of nite rank n > 2. Is there an algorithm to
determine the primitive length of an element w of Fn?
Problem 2. The same question for the palindromi length of an element of Fn.
There are two interesting related problems that an be formulated in a dierent
language: is the Dehn funtion relative to the set of primitive (resp. palindromi)
elements reursive? Here, by somewhat abusing the language, by the Dehn funtion
relative to a generating set M of a group G with a xed generating set S we mean
a funtion fS,M(n) equal to the maximum length lM (w) over all w ∈ G suh that
lS(w) = n. With respet to Problems 1 and 2, we naturally assume that S is an
arbitrary but xed basis of Fn. If these Dehn funtions turn out to be reursive, it
would be interesting to nd out what they are. It is lear that positive answers to
Problems 1 and 2 would imply that the orresponding Dehn funtions are reursive.
We mention here that Grigorhuk and Kurhanov [10℄ have reported an algorithm
to determine the length of an element w of Fn with respet to the set of all onjugates
of elements of a xed basis of Fn.
Finally, we note that the primitive width an be dened not only for free groups, but
for all relatively free groups as well. In partiular, it is easy to see that the primitive
width of any free abelian group and any free nilponent group is two. Smirnova [17℄
proved that the primitive width of any free metabelian group of rank > 2 is at most
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four. Lapshina [12℄ generalized this to relatively free groups with nilpotent ommutator
subgroup. Later she also proved that the primitive width of the free solvable group of
rank n and lass s is at most 4 + (s− 1)(n− 1). The same is true, in fat, for any free
polynilpotent group of rank n and lass (k1, ..., ks) [13℄. All this motivates the following
Problem 3. Desribe relatively free groups whose primitive width is innite.
The authors are grateful to Oleg Belegradek and Oleg Bogopolsky for helpful dis-
ussions.
1. The palindromi width of a free group
Let F be a free group with a basis X. We all a word w ∈ F a palindrome in letters
X if
w = xi1xi2 . . . xik = xik . . . xi2xi1 ,
where xij ∈ X
±1
and xijxij+1 6= 1 for all j = 1, 2, . . . , k−1. Equivalently, it an be said
that w ∈ F is a palindrome if and only if w oinides with its reverse word [5℄. For
example, if x1, x2, x3 are distint elements of X, then the word
x−21 x
3
2x
−4
3 x
3
2x
−2
1
is a palindrome.
Sine elements of a basis X of a free group F are palindromes in letters X, the set
of all palindromes generates F , and we an dene the palindromi width of F as the
width relative to the set of palindromes.
Theorem 1.1. The palindromi width of a non-abelian free group F is innite.
Proof. A standard idea of showing that the width of a given group relative to a given
generating set is innite is onstruting a quasi-homomorphism ∆ : F → Z satisfying
the inequality
(1.1) ∆(uw) 6 ∆(u) + ∆(w) + onst
for all u,w ∈ F. After onstruting suh a quasi-homomorphism, we prove, for all
k ∈ N, that there is a bound ck suh that
∆(w) 6 ck
for all w ∈ F that are produts of at most k palindromes. This will surely hold if the
values of ∆ with (1.1) are reasonably bounded on palindromes (say, ∆(p) = 0 for all
palindromes p); one an say then, somewhat informally, that ∆ reognizes palindromes.
Finally, we shall nd a sequene (wn) of elements of F with
lim
n→∞
∆(wn) = +∞.
Clearly, having all these requirements on ∆ satised, one obtains that the palindromi
width of F is innite, sine for all n with ∆(wn) > ck, the word wn is not a produt of
k palindromes.
We shall now dene a required quasi-homomorphism by indution on the number of
syllables of a redued word w ∈ F in letters X.
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1) Suppose w has exatly one syllable, then
∆(w) = 0.
2) Let now
w = v1 . . . vm−1vm,
where m > 1 and vk are syllables of w. Assume that
vm−1 = a
±k, vm = b
±l,
where a, b ∈ X, a 6= b, and k, l ∈ N. Then
∆(w) = ∆(v1 . . . vm−1) + sign(l − k).
The funtion sign : Z → {−1, 0, 1} takes the value 1 at positive integers, the value −1
at negative integers and sign(0) = 0.
For example, if x1, x2, x3 are distint elements of X, then
∆(x21x
−3
2 x
4
3x
−3
2 x
2
1) = sign(2− 3) + sign(3− 4) + sign(4− 3) + sign(3− 2)
= −1− 1 + 1 + 1 = 0.
One readily veries the following properties of ∆ :
Claim 1.2. (i) For any word w in F ,
∆(w) + ∆(w−1) = 0;
(ii) for every palindrome p in letters X,
∆(p) = 0.
Note that not only palindromes give the value of ∆ equal to 0. For instane,
∆(x1x2 . . . xn) = 0,
where xi are distint elements of X.
Now we are going to show that ∆ is a quasi-homomorphism.
Lemma 1.3. For any u,w ∈ F
∆(uw) 6 ∆(u) + ∆(w) + 6.
Proof. Suppose that
u = u0t
kz−1,
w = ztmw0,
where
• u0, w0 are redued;
• t ∈ X and k +m 6= 0;
• neither u0 ends with t, nor w0 begins with t.
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Then we have
∆(u) = ∆(u0) + ε1 + ε2 +∆(z
−1),
∆(w) = ∆(z) + ε3 + ε4 +∆(w0),
where ε1, . . . , ε4 ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Furthermore,
∆(uw) = ∆(u0t
k+mw0) = ∆(u0) + ε5 + ε6 +∆(w0),
and again ε5, ε6 ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Clearly,
ε5 + ε6 6 ε1 + ε2 + ε3 + ε4 + 6.
Hene by Claim 1.2
∆(uw) 6 ∆(u) + ∆(w) + 6,
as needed. 
If now w is a produt of at most k palindromes, then a straightforward indution
argument using Lemma 1.3 proves that
∆(w) 6 6k − 6.
We are going to nd a sequene (wn) of words of F suh that
∆(wn) = n− 1
for all n > 1. This will imply that for any n > 6k− 5 the word wn is not a produt of k
palindromes, and the palindromi width of F is therefore innite. A partiular hoie
of wn like that is as follows :
wn = x1x2x
2
1x
2
2 . . . x
n
1x
n
2 ,
where n > 1 and x1, x2 are xed distint elements of X.
This ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
In the remainder of this setion we disuss the relation between the palindromi and
primitive widths of two-generator free groups. We start with an elementary observation
from [9℄ whih provides a useful desription of palindromes.
Lemma 1.4. Let F be a free group with a basis X. Suppose that θ is an involution of
Aut(F ) that inverts eah element x ∈ X. Then w ∈ F is a palindrome in letters X if
and only if θ inverts w.
Remark 1.5. Note that if p is a palindrome in letters X and u is any word of F (X),
then by Lemma 1.4 the words θ(u)u−1 and θ(u)pu−1 are also palindromes in letters X
(f. [19, Lemma 2.3℄.)
Lemma 1.6. Any primitive element of a two-generator free group F2 is a produt of
at most two palindromes.
Proof. Let {x, y} be a basis of F2. Let τw denote the inner automorphism determined
by w ∈ F2. Suppose that θ is the automorphism of F2 that inverts both x and y. Sine θ
indues the automorphism idA on the abelianization A = F2/[F2, F2] of F2, any produt
of the form
θσθσ−1,
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where σ is an arbitrary automorphism of F2, indues the trivial automorphism of A
and hene, by a well known result of Nielsen (see e.g. [14, I.4.13℄), it is an inner
automorphism determined by some p ∈ F2:
θσθσ−1 = τp.
We laim that p is a palindrome. Indeed,
θτpθ = τθ(p) = θ(θσθσ
−1)θ
= σθσ−1θ = τ−1p = τp−1 .
Then θ(p) = p−1 and by Lemma 1.4 p is a palindrome; we denote p by p(σ).
Let U be the Nielsen automorphism that ats on {x, y} as follows:
U(x) = x,
U(y) = xy.
One easily heks that
θUθU−1 = τx.
Then we have
τp(σU) = θσUθU
−1σ−1 = θσθ(θUθU−1)σ−1
= θσθτxσ
−1 = θσθσ−1στxσ
−1
= τp(σ)τσ(x).
This tells us that
σ(x) = p(σ)−1p(σU),
that is, any element in the orbit of x under Aut(F2) (in other words, any primitive
element of F2) is a produt of two palindromes in letters x, y. 
As a orollary we immediately obtain the following fat whih will be generalized in
the next setion. By the primitive width of a free group F we mean the width of F
relative to the set of all primitive elements.
Corollary 1.7. The primitive width of a two-generator free group F2 is innite.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.6. 
Remark 1.8. (i) It is also possible to derive a fat similar to Lemma 1.6 from one
of the results in the paper [11℄ by Helling. Indeed, let a be a primitive element of
F2 = F (x, y). It then follows from the Theorem on p. 613 of [11℄ that there are a
palindrome p in letters x, y and an element z ∈ F2 suh that
a = zy−1pxz−1
or
a = zx−1pyz−1.
On the other hand, for instane, in the rst ase we have
a = zy−1θ(z−1) · θ(z)pz−1 · zxθ(z−1) · θ(z)z−1,
where θ is the automorphism of F2 that inverts both x and y. Therefore, by Remark
1.5, an arbitrary primitive element of F2 is a produt of at most four palindromes.
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(ii) There is an important onsequene of the ited result by Helling whih seems to
pass unnotied and whih improves the desription of primitive elements of F2 given
in [6℄. It is proved there that the onjugay lass of every primitive element of F2(x, y)
ontains either an element of the form
(1.2) a = xym1xym2 . . . xymk ,
where mk ∈ {n, n + 1} for a suitable xed natural n, or an element obtained from
a by (a) permutation of the basis elements x, y, or (b) by inversion of one or both
basis elements. It is then lear in view of the result by Helling that the distribution
of exponents n, n + 1 in (1.2) must obey a rather strit rule: there must be a yli
permutation a′ of the word a suh that xa′y−1 or x−1a′y is a palindrome.
(iii) In sharp ontrast with the two-generator ase, the palindromi length of primi-
tive elements in a free group Fn of rank n > 2 annot be uniformly bounded. Indeed,
if there is a word wk(x, y) in letters x, y whih is not a produt of at most k palin-
dromes in F2 = F (x, y), then, for instane, the word zwk(x, y), a primitive element of
F3 = F (x, y, z), annot be written as a produt of at most k palindromes. It follows
immediately from the fat that the homomorphism
x→ x, y → y, z → 1
from F (x, y, z) to F (x, y) takes palindromes to palindromes.
To onlude this setion, we disuss a possible generalization of our results here.
The notion of a palindromi word, or a palindrome, an be dened for free produts
of groups as follows. Given a free produt
(∗) G =
∏
i∈I
∗
Gi,
a redued word g of G is alled a palindrome assoiated with the deomposition (∗) if,
when written in syllables from Gi, g \reads the same left-to-right and right-to-left".
The palindromi width of G is the width of G relative to the set of palindromes.
It seems that any free produt of groups whih is not a produt of two yli groups
of order two has innite palindromi width. We show this here in the ase of a free
produt of two innite groups. Using the \homomorphism argument", as in Remark
1.8 (iii), one an see that any free produt of groups at least two of whih are innite
has innite palindromi width. The proof is, in fat, a modiation of the proof of
Theorem 1.1.
Suppose that G = A ∗ B and both groups A,B are innite. Then we onsider a
surjetive map d : A ∪ B → N suh that d(A) = d(B) = N. We dene a quasi-
homomorphism ∆ reognizing palindromes as follows:
1) ∆(v) = 0, if v ∈ A,B;
2) if g = v1 . . . vn is a redued word written in syllables and n > 1, then
∆(g) = ∆(v1 . . . vn−1) + sign(d(vn)− d(vn−1)).
One then veries that ∆ is indeed a quasi-homomorphism. Furthermore, let (an) and
(bn) be sequenes of elements of A and B respetively with d(an) = d(bn) = n for all
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n ∈ N. Then
∆(a1b1a2b2 . . . anbn) = n− 1.
The reader will easily supply missing details in our sketh.
2. The primitive width of a free group
Theorem 2.1. Let F be a free group. Then the primitive width of F is innite if and
only if F is nitely generated. The primitive width of any innitely generated free group
is two.
Remark 2.2. In ontrast, the palindromi width of an innitely generated free group is
innite, as we have seen above. Thus the set of palindromes in any innitely generated
free group appeares to be quite \sparse" ompared to the set of primitive elements.
Proof. We begin with the proof of our seond, almost obvious, statement. Suppose
that X is an innite basis of F. Take an arbitrary w in F and assume that w is a word
in letters y1, . . . , yk of X: w = w(y1, . . . , yk). Sine X is innite, there is a basis letter
x whih is dierent from all y1, . . . , yk. We have then
w = x−1 · xw(y1, . . . , yk).
Clearly, both words x−1 and xw(y1, . . . , yk) are primitive elements of F.
Let now F = Fn be a nitely generated free group with a free basisX = {x1, . . . , xn}.
Let w be a (redued) word from F. The Whitehead graph WGw of w is onstruted as
follows: the verties of WGw are the elements of the set X
±1
, and the edges are
determined by the pairs (a, b−1), where a, b ∈ X±1 are suh that there is an ourene
of the subword ab in w. Note that, like in most reent papers that use the Whitehead
graph (see e.g. [3℄), we are in fat using a simplied version of the graph introdued
by Whitehead in [21℄. The prinipal result about the Whitehead graph of a primitive
element of a free group is the following:
Theorem 2.3 (Whitehead, [21℄). The Whitehead graph of a primitive element of a
free group has a ut vertex.
Reall that a vertex v of a graph Γ is said to be a ut vertex if removing the vertex v
along with all its adjaent edges from Γ inreases the number of onneted omponents
of the graph. The fat that the above theorem is also true for the simplied Whitehead
graph is an easy orollary of Theorem 2.4 from the paper [18℄ by Stallings.
Now we give a proof of the existene of words of F that annot our as proper
subwords of primitive elements of F. We laim that any word u ∈ F whose Whitehead
graph is Hamiltonian, that is, suh that all the verties of WGu an be inluded into a
simple iruit, meets our ondition. Indeed, if u ours in a word w as a proper subword,
then the graph WGu is a subgraph of WGw, and hene WGw ontains no ut verties
sine there are no ut verties inWGu (beause the latter graph is Hamiltonian). Thus,
by the Whitehead theorem, w is not primitive.
An example of suh a word u an be easily found: for instane, the Whitehead graph
of the word
u = (x21 . . . x
2
n)
2
is Hamiltonian.
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Lemma 2.4. Let k be a natural number, and u = (x21 . . . x
2
n)
2
. The element u
2k
is not
a produt of at most k primitive elements of F.
Proof. Let sl(w) denote the syllabi length of a word w ∈ F with respet to the basis
X of F. Suppose that
u
2k = p1 . . . pm,
where m 6 k and p1, . . . , pm are primitive elements of F. After possible redutions the
produt p1 . . . pm turns into the produt p
′
1 . . . p
′
n, where p
′
i is a subword of pi, and the
latter produt has the following property:
(2.1) for every i = 1, . . . ,m−1 the last syllable of p′i and the rst syllable
of p′i+1 do not annihilate eah other; in other words,
sl(p′ip
′
i+1) = sl(p
′
i) + sl(p
′
i+1) + εi,
where εi equals 0 or −1.
We then have that
sl(u2k) = sl(p′1 . . . p
′
m),
or
4nk = sl(p′1) + ε1 + . . .+ εm−1 + sl(p
′
m),
where εi = 0,−1. Letting l denote the sum −ε1 − . . .− εm−1, we get
4nk + l = sl(p′1) + . . .+ sl(p
′
m).
Then there is an index j suh that
sl(p′j) >
4nk + l
m
>
4nk + l
k
> 4n > 2n+ 2.
The ondition (2.1) implies therefore that p′j ontains at least 2n onseutive syllables
of u. However, for the subword z of u determined by these syllables the Whitehead
graph is learly Hamiltonian, beause z is the result of a yli permutation of the
syllables of u. It follows that pj has z as a proper subword, and then it is not primitive.
This ontradition ompletes the proof of the lemma. 
Aording to Lemma 2.4, there are elements of F of arbitrarily large primitive length.
Therefore the primitive length of F is innite. 
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